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'Germans Burn Towns;
May Quit Rumania

Military Circles at Jassy Foresee
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fJln Jlâvertisement by
The Pullman Company

âO~~Ax x_ êf*~.~****% ThroughCoast to immeoast. the far.
'

, .-: -i." reaching service of the Pullman Company
it is often possible to arrange a railroad

journey so that.the night may be spent on the train, thus
effecting a saving in hotel accommodations and the hours
unnecessarily used for day time travel.

The Pullman car includes in its construction not «only the
asset of increased safety, but every convenience afforded by
the most modern hotel that can possibly be adapted to the
limitations of car construction. And the, service further includes
the personal attention of employes trained to anticipate the
individual requirements of the traveling public.

In the deserts of the Southwest; in the western mountains;
in rural communities throughout the country, everywhere,
regardless of local conditions, the traveler today can obtain,
wherever he may board a Pullman, the same high standard
of service that he would find in a Pullman «~ar leaving the
terminal of the great metropolis.

Standardized and extended to serve in equal measure

travelers in practically every community, the facilities which the
Pullman Company affords for convenience, safety and comfort
are equalled by no other similar organization in the world.
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Pennsylvania Senator Would
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Corona size, 7c
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from Porto Rico
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"I know," said the Senator, "A political correspondents
*\\\ just finished my speech on the Naval appropri¬
ation when he asked for an interview.

44We stopped in the Lobby and settled down tor a

talk. I felt tor my cigars and was uneasy on not

finding them.
"He saw my discomfort and gave me a fine big Corona
size cigar.a smoke of exceptional quality.
"When he said it was a Ricoro.price 7c.the surprise
was as great as getting a majority vote in a hostile
district."

Sooner or later you 7/ discover.

iAe, s$t^ j

Risk 7c on a Ricoro today. Prove t>> yourself that the
ence between Ricoro and other imported
in price only. You really take no risk, if Ricoro
isn't one of the best cigiri you ever MumwrU you.
money will be cheerfully refunded.
A dozen shapes and ttzet.6cto 2->for-21Sc. Sold only in

dito
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